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Abstract
Negami has already shown that there is a natural number N (F2) for any closed surface F2 such
that two triangulations on F2 with n vertices can be transformed into each other by a sequence
of diagonal  ips if n¿N (F2). We investigate the same theorem for pseudo-triangulations with
or without loops, estimating the length of a sequence of diagonal  ips. Our arguments will be
applied to simple triangulations to obtain a linear upper bound for N (F2) with respect to the
genus of F2. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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0. Introduction
A triangulation G on a closed surface F2 is a simple graph embedded on F2
so that each face is triangular and that any two faces share at most one edge.
Two triangulations G1 and G2 on F2 are said to be equivalent if there is a homeo-
morphism h:F2 → F2 such that h(G1)=G2. They are isotopic if such a homeomorphism
h :F2 → F2 is isotopic to the identity map over F2, that is, if G1 can be deformed
into G2 continuously.
Let ac be an edge of G and let abc and adc be the two faces sharing the edge
ac in G. The diagonal 0ip of ac is to replace ac with the other diagonal bd in the
quadrilateral abcd, as shown in Fig. 1. We do not  ip the diagonal ac if it results in
a nonsimple graph, that is, if there is an edge joining b and d in G.
Wagner [22], Dewdney [4], Negami and Watanabe [14] have shown that two trian-
gulations with the same number of vertices can be transformed into each other, up to
equivalence, by a sequence of diagonal  ips if they are on the sphere, the torus, the
projective plane or the Klein bottle. Their arguments, however, depend on the topology
of those individual surfaces.
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Fig. 1. Diagonal  ip.
To establish a general theory, Negami [16] has discussed on the connection between
diagonal  ips of triangulations and graph minors. There are small examples of trian-
gulations, in general, that they cannot be transformed into each other by diagonal  ips
although they have the same number of vertices, but his theory concludes the Eniteness
of those in number, as follows.
Theorem 1 (Negami [16]). For any closed surface F2; there exists a natural number
N (F2) such that two triangulations G1 and G2 can be transformed into each other;
up to equivalence; by a 8nite sequence of diagonal 0ips if |V (G1)|= |V (G2)|¿N (F2).
There are many studies [3,6,10–13,15,18], based on, or motivated by the above
result. For example, Nakamoto and Ota [13] have shown that the same fact holds ‘up
to isotopy’ for any closed surface. Of cource, the value of N (F2) in this case will be
bigger than that in Negami’s theorem.
Let N (F2) denote hereafter its minimum value that makes Theorem 1 valid. We
are interested in an upper bound for N (F2). Negami [18] has already proved that
N (F2) = O(g3), where g stands for the genus of F2. His cubic bound for N (F2) is
based on his proof of Theorem 1 given in [16] and his result [17] on the crossing
number of graph embedding pairs. In this paper, we shall give a linear upper bound
for N (F2) with respect to the genus g, with a new idea. Although we have to keep
any triangulation simple whenever we carry out a diagonal  ip, we shall neglect the
simpleness of triangulations meanwhile, as follows.
A pseudo-triangulation on a closed surface F2 is a 2-cell embedding of a graph,
possibly nonsimple, on F2 so that each face is three-edged. It may have multiple edges
or self-loops. (Note that a pseudo-triangulation is often deEned as a triangular embed-
ding of a graph without loops in other papers.) We shall often call a triangulation a
simple triangulation, in contrast to a pseudo-triangulation. The equivalence and isotopy
for pseudo-triangulations can be deEned as well as those for triangulations. A diagonal
 ip in a pseudo-triangulation is deEned by Fig. 1, where b and d may be adjacent or
even identical.
Let G1 and G2 be two labeled graphs on a closed surface F2 with the same number
of vertices. The diagonal crossing number cr∇(G1; G2) of G1 and G2 under vertex
coincidence is deEned as the minimum number of crossing points on edges counted in
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Fig. 2. Contracting an edge.
h(G1) ∪ G2 for all the homeomorphisms h :F2 → F2 such that:
(i) The map h induces the label-preserving bijection between V (G1) and V (G2).
(ii) Each pair of edges e1 ∈E(G1) and e2 ∈E(G2) either coincide with each other
(h(e1) = e2) or cross each other transversely in a Enite number of points, via h.
We also deEne c˜r∇(G1; G2) as the minimum number of crossing points taken over
all homeomorphisms h that are isotopic to the identity map over F2. When G1 and
G2 are regarded as unlabeled graphs, the homeomorphism h should be one such that
h(V (G1)) = V (G2), instead of the Erst condition. We denote the diagonal crossing
number in this unlabeled sense by cr∇(G1; G2), and we have
cr∇(G1; G2)6cr∇(G1; G2)6c˜r∇(G1; G2):
The following is one of our main theorems in this paper and will be proved in
Section 1. The same statement holds ‘up to isotopy’ and also in the unlabeled sense.
Replace cr∇(G1; G2) with c˜r∇(G1; G2) and cr∇(G1; G2), respectively, in such cases.
Theorem 2. Let G1 and G2 be two labeled pseudo-triangulations on a closed surface
F2 with the same number of vertices. Then they can be transformed into each other;
up to equivalence; by a sequence of at most cr∇(G1; G2) diagonal 0ips.
In Section 2, we shall turn back to simple triangulations. Let G be a triangulation on
a closed surface F2 and ac one of its edges. The contraction of ac is to shrink ac and
the two faces sharing ac as shown in Fig. 2. An edge ac is said to be contractible if its
contraction yields a simple triangulation. A triangulation on F2 is called an irreducible
triangulation of F2 if it has no contractible edge.
Let N˜ (F2) denote the minimum of natural numbers N˜ such that two triangulations
G1 and G2 on F2 can be transformed into each other, up to isotopy, by a sequence of
diagonal  ips whenever |V (G1)| = |V (G2)|¿N˜ . Then, we have that N (F2)6N˜ (F2).
We shall give the following upper bound for N˜ (F2), applying Theorem 2 to simple
triangulations with some trick.
Theorem 3. Let Virr(F2) denote the maximum number of vertices taken over all the
irreducible triangulations of a closed surface F2 with Euler characteristic (F2).
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Then we have
N˜ (F2)619Virr(F2)− 18(F2):
It has been proved in [2,5,9] and elsewhere that there are only a Enite number of
irreducible triangulations of any closed surface, up to equivalence. Thus, Virr(F2) exists
actually as a Enite constant, depending only on the surface F2. In particular, Nakamoto
and Ota [9] have shown a linear upper bound for Virr(F2) with respect to the Euler
genus 2 − (F2). The following corollary is an immediate consequence of this and
Theorem 3.
Corollary 4. There is a linear upper bound for N˜ (F2) with respect to the genus g of
the surface F2; N˜ (F2) = O(g).
The irreducible triangulations of the sphere, the projective plane, the torus and the
Klein bottle have been classiEed up to equivalence in [21,1,7,8], respectively. Combin-
ing their classiEcations and results in [22,4,14], we can make the following table. The
last column includes the upper bounds given by Theorem 3.
A closed surface F2 N (F2) N˜ (F2) Virr(F2)
The sphere 4 4 14 40
The projective plane 6 6 7 115
The torus 7 ? 10 190
The Klein bottle 8 ? 11 209
Let G1 and G2 be two simple (or pseudo-) triangulations on a closed surface F2.
Then, we can deEne the distance d(G1; G2) between G1 and G2 as the length of a
shortest sequence of diagonal  ips from G1 to G2, up to equivalence, through sim-
ple (or pseudo-) triangulations. The author [18] has already shown that d(G1; G2)6
2n2 + 1n + 0 for simple triangulations G1 and G2 with n vertices. The coeMcients
1 and 0 are constants depending only on the surface F2, but he has never estimated
their orders with respect to the genus g since some unknown constant is needed in his
arguments. (We can deEne the distance d˜(G1; G2) between G1 and G2, up to isotopy,
too. However, there is no Enite bound for d˜(G1; G2) even if we Ex the number of their
vertices. See [19] for the details.)
On the other hand, Theorem 2 implies that d(G1; G2)6cr∇(G1; G2) for pseudo-
triangulations G1 and G2. Using this fact, we can conclude that there are upper bounds
for 1 and 0 proportional to max{cr∇(T; T ′)}, where T and T ′ range over all the
triangulations with precisely Virr(F2) vertices. (Since there are only a Enite number
of those triangulations up to equivalence, the maximum is actually a Enite constant.
However, it does not exist if we count them up to isotopy.) To decide the order of 1
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and 0, we need other arguments to evaluate cr∇(T; T ′). We shall omit the details of
such arguments, expecting further studies in future.
1. Pseudo-triangulations
We shall prove Theorem 2 in this section. The proof yields an algorithm to transform
two pseudo-triangulations with the same number of vertices into each other by diagonal
 ips, which may be said to be ‘greedy’.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let G1 and G2 be two (labeled) pseudo-triangulations on a closed
surface F2 with the same number of vertices and embed G1 on F2 together with G2
via a homeomorphism h :F2 → F2 under a suitable condition as we want. To simplify
the notation below, we may identify h(G1) with G1 and assume that G1 and G2 have
a common vertex set V (G1) = V (G2).
Let X denote the number of crossing points on edges of G1 and G2 and suppose that
any isotopy Exing V (G1)=V (G2) pointwise does not decrease X . If there is a pair of
edges e1 ∈ E(G1) and e2 ∈ E(G2) which bounds a digonal region containing no vertex,
then replace e1 with e2 as its isotopic image so that e1 =e2 afterwards. The value of X
is equal to cr∇(G1; G2), c˜r∇(G1; G2) or cr∇(G1; G2) at the initial stage, corresponding
to the condition on the homeomorphism h. We shall eliminate the crossing points of
G1 and G2 and make the symmetric diOerence E(G1) E(G2) smaller,  ipping edges
of G1 as follows.
If G1 does not coincide with G2 yet, then we can End a face adc of G1 and an
edge dx of G2 such that dx does not belong to G1 and runs across adc. Let abc be
the neighboring face sharing ac with adc. There are two possible cases, according to
whether two faces abc and adc are identical (in the unlabeled sense) or not.
Case 1: Suppose that abc presents the same face as adc. We may assume that ac co-
incides with ad. This is not the case, however, under our assumption, as shown below.
If ac=ad with their directions, then degG1 a=1 and the face adc forms a monogonal
region bounded by a loop at d= c and including the edge ad, as in Fig. 3. Let y be
the Erst crossing point of ac and dx that one encounters walking along dx. Consider
an arc  which goes near along dy and along ya, not touching these segments, and
replace the edge da with  in G1. The resulting graph G˜1 is isotopic to G1 and the
crossing point y is eliminated in G˜1. This is contrary to our assumption.
If ac=da, then the face adc forms a crosscap bounded by the loop dc. Let y1; y2; : : :
be the crossing points of ac and dx that one encounters along dx in order. It is easy
to see that yi+1 appears between yi and a on ac. If dx terminated at a, then these
crossings could be eliminated by an isotopic deformation, contrary to our assumption.
Thus, dx would not terminate in this crosscap and would cross ac in inEnitely many
points, a contradiction.
Case 2: Suppose that abc and adc are distinct faces. If dx terminates at b in the
quadrilateral abcd, then we  ip the diagonal ac to be db = dx, so that the unique
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Fig. 3. A monogonal region. Fig. 4. Eliminating crossing points by a diagonal  ip.
crossing point on dx is eliminated. Otherwise, we may assume that dx crosses bc after
it crosses ac.
Fig. 4 shows the segments of edges of G2 running across the quadrilateral abcd. Let
Xa; Xb and Xc be the number of segments around the corners at a; b and c, respectively,
and Xdx the number of crossing points on dx at the initial stage. Consider the eOect
of  ipping ac in G1 on the number of crossing points.
After  ipping ac, the Xa + Xc crossing points disappear and Xb new crossing points
appear on db. If Xa + Xc ¿Xb, then the total number of crossing points will decrease.
This inequality does not hold, however, in general and the total number of crossing
point will increase by Xb in the worst case.
We call the new Xb crossing points the surplus crossing points in this proof and
let bfc be the neighboring face incident to bc. If bfc and bdc are not two distinct
faces, then we have either cd = bc or cd = cb. The Erst case does not happen since
bd is a new edge which appears after  ipping ac but bc is not. In the second case, an
isotopic deformation will decrease the number of crossing point on cb in G1 with ac
 ipped, as well as in Case 1. The same deformation decreases that in the original G1,
too. This is contrary to our assumption.
Therefore, the two faces bfc and bdc are distinct and we can  ip the diagonal bc to
df in the quadrilateral bfcd, so that the Xb crossing points on bc around b disappear.
Let Xf denote the similar value around f. Now, we may count the Xb surplus crossing
points as nonsurplus ones and regard the Xf new crossing points on df as the new
surplus crossing points in turn. If dx terminates to be df in the quadrilateral bfcd,
then Xf = 0, that is, there will be no surplus crossing point. Otherwise, we continue
the same argument repeatedly.
This argument will stop when the  ipped edge of G1 coincides with dx. It is impor-
tant that the surplus crossing points always lie only on the last  ipped edge through
this process. At the Enal stage, there is no surplus crossing point and the total number
of crossing points does not exceed X −Xdx, since the sequence of diagonal  ips erases
all the crossing points on dx one by one. This sequence includes precisely Xdx diagonal
 ips.
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Fig. 5. The standard triangulation on the sphere. Fig. 6. A simple reEnement of a pseudo-
triangulation.
We can repeat this process until G1 coincides with G2, that is, until there is no
crossing point. The sequence of diagonal  ips of length Xdx in each step does not
increase the number of crossing points not lying on the edge dx but decreases the total
number of crossing points by at least Xdx. Thus, the total length of the sequence of
diagonal  ips in this algorithm does not exceed the initial value of X .
2. Simple triangulations
In this section, we shall prove Theorem 3, as an application of Theorem 2. Our
arguments below will work as a new proof of Theorem 1, although we also need some
of the same tricks that Negami has prepared to prove his theorem in [16].
Let G be a triangulation on a closed surface F2 and choose one of its face. The
triangulation obtained from G by subdividing the face as in Fig. 5 is denoted by G+m.
This notation is ambiguous since it does not involve the chosen face. However, Negami
has shown that any two triangulations denoted by G+m can be transformed into each
other by diagonal  ips. The following lemma is the most important among the key facts
to prove Theorem 1 in [16].
Lemma 5. A triangulation G′ can be transformed into G + m with m = |V (G′)| −
|V (G)| by a sequence of diagonal 0ips if G′ is contractible to G.
A re8nement of a triangulation G on a closed surface F2 is a triangulation of F2
which contains a subdivision of G as its subgraph. Negami has proved in [16] that any
reEnement of G is contractible to G. This and the above lemma imply the following
lemma immediately.
Lemma 6. Any re8nement G′ of a triangulation G on a closed surface F2 can be
transformed into G + m with m= |V (G′)| − |V (G)| by a sequence of diagonal 0ips.
As shown in [16], we can move vertices of degree 3 freely into any face by diagonal
 ips. The following lemma is an easy consequence of this fact.
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Lemma 7. If G1+m1 and G2+m2 can be transformed into each other by a sequence
of diagonal 0ips; then so can be G1 +m1+‘ and G2 +m2+‘ for any positive integer
‘¿ 0.
Negami has proved in [16] that there are nonnegative integers m1 and m2 for any two
triangulations G1 and G2 on a closed surface F2 such that G1 +m1 and G2 +m2 can
be transformed into each other by diagonal Elps. He has estimated only a theoretical
upper bound for m1 and m2 to prove Theorem 1, but we can show a concrete bound
as follows.
Theorem 8. Let G1 and G2 be two simple triangulations on a closed surface F2 with
the same number of vertices; say n. Then G1 + m and G2 + m can be transformed
into each other; up to isotopy; by a sequence of diagonal 0ips if m¿18(n− (F2)).
Proof. Let G be a simple triangulation on a closed surface F2 with n vertices and
consider the reEnement G′ of G obtained by subdividing each face of G as in Fig. 6.
In the reEnement G′, each edge of G is divided into a path of length 3 and each
face of G contains six extra (white) vertices. Thus,
|V (G′)| − |V (G)|= 6|E(G)|= 18(n− (F2)):
The diagonals presented by dotted lines in the Egure may be  ipped arbitrarily. Their
positions will make no eOect on our arguments below. It is important that this reEne-
ment G′ is a simple triangulation on F2 even if G is not simple.
Let G1 and G2 be two pseudo-triangulations on F2 and suppose that G2 can be
obtained from G1 by a single diagonal  ip of an edge ac in a quadrilateral abcd. Let
G′1 and G
′
2 be their simple reEnements as mentioned above. Fig. 7 presents a sequence
of diagonal  ips from G′1 to G
′
2 which keeps the triangulations simple. This is a trick
we need to use Theorem 2 for simple triangulations.
Now let G1 and G2 be any two simple triangulations on F2. By Theorem 2, G1 can
be transformed into G2, as pseudo-triangulations, by a sequence of diagonal  ips which
may not preserve their simpleness. Expanding each diagonal  ip in this sequence by
the above trick, we obtain a sequence of diagonal  ips between the simple reEnements
G′1 and G
′
2 through simple triangulations.
Put m0 = 18(n− (F2)). Then Gi +m0 is a simple reEnement of Gi with the same
number of vertices as G′i has. By Lemma 6, Gi + m0 can be transformed into G
′
i
through simple triangulations. Thus, G1 + m0 and G2 + m0 can be transformed into
each other by a sequence of diagonal  ips via G′1 and G
′
2. Furthermore, this sequence
can be translated into that between G1 +m and G2 +m if m¿m0, by Lemma 7.
Now we have prepared all we need to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G1 and G2 be any two triangulations on a closed surface F2
with the same number of vertices, say n, and suppose that n¿19Virr(F2) − 18(F2).
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Fig. 7. Diagonal  ips preserving the reEnement structure.
To prove the theorem, it suMces to show that G1 and G2 can be transformed into each
other by a sequence of diagonal  ips.
Let T1 and T2 be irreducible triangulations of F2 to which G1 and G2 is contractible,
respectively. By Lemma 5, Gi can be transformed into Ti + mi with mi = |V (Gi)| −
|V (Ti)|. Without loss of generality, we may assume that |V (T1)|6|V (T2)| and put
m= |V (T2)| − |V (T1)|. Since T2 is irreducible, we have
m2 = n− |V (T2)|¿ 19Virr(F2)− 18 (F2)− |V (T2)|
¿ 18(|V (T2)| − (F2)):
By Theorem 8, T1 +m1 = (T1 +m)+m2 and T2 +m2 can be transformed into each
other by a sequence of diagonal  ips. Thus, G1 and G2 can be transformed into each
other via T1 + m1 and T2 + m2 .
A triangulation G on a closed surface F2 is pseudo-minimal if it cannot be trans-
formed into one which has a contractible edge by a sequence of diagonal  ips. This
deEnition can be found in [16]. It is clear that a pseudo-minimal triangulation is ir-
reducible. By Lemma 5, a triangulation is pseudo-minimal if and only if it cannot be
transformed into one which has a vertex of degree 3 by a sequence of diagonal  ips.
Let Vpse(F2) denote the maximum number of vertices taken over all pseudo-minimal
triangulations on F2. Then, we have Vpse(F2)6Virr(F2). Modifying the arguments in
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the proof of Theorem 3, we can show that
N˜ (F2)619Vpse(F2)− 18(F2):
For example, the only pseudo-minimal triangulation on the torus is the unique embed-
ding of K7 on the torus and hence Vpse(T 2) = 7 while Virr(T 2) = 10. The above bound
is better than that given in Theorem 3 theoretically, but is not informative since we
do not know much about pseudo-minimal triangulations for general surfaces. (See [20]
for examples of pseudo-minimal triangulations on other surfaces.)
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